
•   MATERNITY LIFE: There is a story here. It’s in the very

spot you lounge around & dream of what life is going

to be like as a parent. It’s the details this pregnancy has

affected your life with, like sleeping with that maternity

pillow or your new frozen mango addiction. This

session will be part of the story you tell your child when

they are expecting.

• A ROAD TRIP OR CAMPING TRIP: First of all, I’m dying to

accompany a bunch of good friends heading out for a

good time. However, this is also great for families that

like to get out of town and check out a new city or get

into nature for the weekend.

• AN INDIVIDUAL STORY: Not all sessions have to be about

a couple or a family. I picture myself telling individual

stories too, whether you are young, single, and

independent or you’re older, widowed, and carrying

with you a long life of stories - YOU have a story worth

photographing today.

• A BUSINESS STORY: Telling the story of a business

through photos will give your potential clients or

customers a feeling like they already know. This is a

great way to humanize your business.

• GET-TOGETHER TALES: In our home, we host game 

nights, barbeques, or campfire nights with friends & family. 

The scene constantly changes, because the attendees lives

are changing - marriage, kids, old friends over for a visit,

new friends, and more. These photos are perfect to pair

with stories of “remember that one time....”

• ADVENTURE SESSIONS: Whether a full on vacation, a

weekend to the family cabin, or a day on the beach,

telling the story of adventure will be an epic photo

session. I promise!

• THE GIFT OF A GENERATION: What if you don’t hire

me for you? What if we plan to tell the story of your

Grandparents or Great Uncle or your parents? What if

they agree to a session & we preserve their story?

The most common problem my clients have in the planning phase is usually this: “I 

don’t know what would be worth photographing.” This stings my heart every time. 

Any ol’ scenario will do, it just takes a photographer’s vision to draw out the magic. 

SESSION SPARKS

Seeking captivating moments 

in the ordinary and seemingly 

mundane. You are fascinating!
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